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In today’s society, “it's like the more money we come across, the more problems 
we see.”1 The world is interconnected like never before, and U.S. regulators have taken the 
position that the free flow of money presents risks to financial systems and public safety.2 
Congress first attempted to regulate the flow of money through anti-money laundering 
(“AML”) regulation in 1970, beginning with the Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”).3 Since the 
BSA, Congress has enacted seven additional major regulations to enhance AML controls.4 
Despite this, global AML systems are viewed by many industry experts as a failure.5 
Congress is back at it again with a new AML progeny in its sights: the ENABLERS Act.6 

The regulation boasts itself as modernizing the list of parties with diligence 
obligations in order to close loopholes that render existing AML tools largely ineffective.7 
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The current scope of BSA-regulated parties is narrow: any foreign or domestic financial 
institution or individual, so long as it facilitates a banking transaction through the United 
States.8 The Act, as written, expands BSA obligations to nearly every type of business 
imaginable, including accountants, payment service providers, trust companies, and in some 
instances, lawyers.9 The goal in doing so is to entangle all possible “gatekeepers” to 
financial activities—categories of businesses that have had an increased spotlight in the 
wake of various financial document leaks.10 Even the world art market finds itself in the 
crosshairs of the Act,11 despite the government’s own study that failed to find a nexus 
between art markets and terrorism financing risk.12 This represents a drastic expansion of 
government oversight, namely because of AML’s enforcement through audit power given 
to the Department of the Treasury.13 

For most Americans, the most prominent aspect of the Act is the expansion of 
regulated payment processors. Previously, the payment-processing industry was largely 
unaffected by the BSA.14 Non-bank entities that fell under BSA did so for obvious reasons. 
Western Union, for example, was a tool for sending money to persons abroad and was 
therefore classified as a regulated Money Service Business (“MSB”).15 Now, ordinary 
transactions through services such as PayPal, Venmo, and Cash App will fall within the 
realm of the BSA.16 

From a business perspective, much of the Act’s weight falls on the real estate 
industry. Due to the size and volume of real estate transactions involving foreign funding, 
they are often scrutinized as a potential store of wealth for proceeds of global corruption or 
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a means to avoid sanctions.17 The Act erodes the discreet nature of many real estate 
transactions, imposing BSA requirements upon anybody involved in the financing or legal 
entity arrangement of a transaction.18 

On its face, the ENABLERS Act stands to become the most modern and agile tool 
in the fight again money laundering. Time will tell whether it accomplishes this goal, or, 
like its predecessors, falls short of preventing the illicit flow of funds and creates 
administrative burdens in many industries. 
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